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Abstract

The integration of decentralized energy resources is changing the ways distribution
grids are being operated. Moreover, a major change is the implementation of active
control strategies to adapt to the energy transition, such as voltage and reactive power
in-feed control. Correspondingly, the dynamic nature of these controllers, the potential
conflict of control objectives and uncertainty of these sources require frequent
assessment of the system’s dynamic behaviour. For this reason, this paper defines high
level guidelines that allow simplifying Dynamic Security Assessment (DSA) in
distribution networks, through the implementation of a methodology to determine
the interactions of the network with its controllers. With this in mind, the focus of these
guidelines is kept in reducing the computational effort, by reducing the number of
dynamic simulations, as well as the amount of active controllers necessary for DSA.
These guidelines are verified in an artificial 242-busbar distribution network, resulting in
a reduction of 21,4% in number of dynamic simulations required for DSA.

Keywords: Dynamic security assessment, Cyber-physical energy systems, Controller
interaction

Introduction
The current evolution of power systems from an unidirectional to a multi-directional
power flow system, in which decentralized generation sources are increasing, impacts
directly the way they are being operated to ensure the security and quality of electrical
supply (Jakus et al. 2015; Velasquez et al. 2018). The intermittent nature of the renewable
energy sources, in addition to their massive decentralized installation in distribution net-
works, pushes the implementation of different controller strategies to optimally manage
the network, which require the joint participation of a large set of controllable elements
(VDE (FNN) 2016). Moreover, this management is accompanied by the introduction of
a more complex information and communication technologies (ICT), as decentralized
controllers act together based on the information exchange between them and remote
substations in the power grid, turning the conventional power system into a digitalized
one (Mayer et al. 2018).

In such a digitalized system, dynamic behavior is now not only influenced by the con-
ventional centralized local controllers, but also by the high amount of decentralized
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controllers and their respective ICT infrastructure. The numerous amount of controllers
in the system, in addition to the numerous amount of control schemes they can adopt
and the inherent vulnerabilities of ICT systems (Otuoze et al. 2018), may yield unfore-
seen unwanted and unprecedented dynamic behavior that could impact the power system
security (Velasquez et al. 2018). Therefore, dynamic behavior analyses must be able to
include these new factors.

Important to realize is that the high amount of controllable elements requires the adap-
tation of tools which allows forecasting the dynamic behavior of the system in real time
operation to perform a successful DSA. However, the high computational effort required
to perform such real-time analyses poses a challenge in the implementation of such a tool.
On the transmission system level, DSA has been addressed in numerous projects and
studies (Panciatici et al. 2014; Morison and Glavic 2007) that tackle these computational
issues, finding a trade-off between computation speed, accuracy and flexibility, with the
objective of approaching an on-line, real-time security assessment. These efforts have
proved successful with existing implementation of DSA applications in power systems in
China, The United States, Japan, Brazil, Canada and New Zealand (Sun et al. 2016).

However, the wide study of DSA in conventional power systems does not consider
possible ICT related issues in digitalized distribution networks. In this sense, this paper
fills the literature gap of DSA in these networks while facing events (both from the
power system and its ICT infrastructure), or for determining its optimal dynamic
operation. Indeed, the number of active actors in the network creates a playground
for large scale unintended (i.e. failures) or intended (i.e. cyber-attacks) disturbances,
resulting in probabilistic security risks that require fast and effective assessment tools
(Ciapessoni et al. 2017).

The main contribution of this paper is the proposal of general guidelines to reduce
the number of simulations and controllers it includes in them, with the aim of simplify-
ing on-line DSA. As a sub-contribution, this paper presents a methodology to map the
controllers inputs and outputs according to the power system variables. The paper is
organized as follows: Firstly, the background and the problem statement is discussed, in
which cyber-physical systems are presented and the necessity for DSA in these systems is
addressed. Secondly, the simplification guidelines for DSA in distribution networks with
high presence of controllable elements are presented. Thirdly, the proof of concept of
these guidelines in an artificial 242-busbar distribution network is executed. Finally, the
discussion and conclusions are presented, which focus on the efficacy and efficiency of
these guidelines.

Background and problem statement
Cyber-Resilience: paradigm change in security assessment of a power system

Robustness and Resiliency are two key attributes of a power system to guarantee its
secure and uninterrupted operation. The first relates to its capability to face distur-
bances without leading to a loss of demand (Arghandeh et al. 2016), while the second
relates to its ability to quickly absorb and recover from large and non-predictable distur-
bances (Bie et al. 2017). Conventionally, these attributes are addressed by adding redun-
dancy to the system’s infrastructure (e.g. N-1 criterion) and designing defense plans for
extreme contingencies, which are usually prior identified through off-line power system
analyses.
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The current development of renewable energies employed in the distribution networks,
in addition to the change of the consumers’ behavior, reduces the certainty of demand
estimation thus increasing its operation complexity. Under this evolution, continuous and
reliable information flow becomes critical in foreseeing the operation state of the power
system and its degree of security. In this sense, the development of the innovation in
ICT (e.g. artificial intelligence, the Internet of things, cloud technologies) brings a further
digitalization of the distribution networks, where small producers connected in the low
voltage levels gain prominence in the energy system (Mayer et al. 2018). Based on the
latter, the power system is evolving towards a digitalized system in which ICT is one more
of its components, instead of a separate layer (Babazadeh and Nordström 2014).

Although the ICT employment and its development is crucial to increase awareness
of a power system operation state, it is not exempt from vulnerabilities that could jeop-
ardize its security (Mayer et al. 2018). Therefore, the digitalization of the power system
is accompanied by ICT related threats and risks that could lead to a power system fail-
ure, such as software errors, communication impairments, and even malicious intentional
cyber-attacks. As a context example, a hacker attack has been presumably responsible for
Ukraine’s 2015 blackout (Lee et al. 2016). These vulnerabilities extend to the elements,
which employ this infrastructure, such as control schemes which require the joint action
of decentralized controllers. Therefore, control schemes are susceptible to encounter ICT
related issues (Pan et al. 2017).

Given this transformation, the concept of resilience in a cyber-physical system is
extended considering the inclusion of ICT components, namely referred as “cyber-
resilience” (Mayer et al. 2018). Consequently, a system is denoted as “cyber-resilient” if
the ICT components and the ICT-based processes associated with the energy-related
components increase the resilience of the overall system (Fig. 1).

One of this possibilities includes using the advanced computer simulation to analysis
the behaviour of the network as close as possible to real-time and predict the impact of
potential failures or system configurations on the system performance. To this end, this
paper presents a framework to model the interaction of control schemes deployed in ICT-
reliant distribution grids and suggest a set of guidelines to delimit the evaluation space
design, which helps the assessment to be more efficient.

Role of DSA in cyber-physical systems

In order to apply this analysis to cyber-physical systems, DSA needs to be able to consider
both disturbances in the power system and communication-related disturbances, such

Fig. 1 Cyber-resilience concept in cyber-physical systems. Link of security attributes of physical systems and
digitalization trends in the cyber-resilience definition
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as the impairments of the ICT devices and malicious attacks (Fig. 2). In case of power
system disturbances, DSA should be able to deterministically identify whether a possible
contingency might result in violations of the electrical variables of a power system (e.g.
non-grid code compliance, such as under or over-voltages result in violations), based on
results of time-domain simulations of the power system (referred as dynamic simulations
in terms of this paper). In case of ICT-related disturbances and its stochastic nature, DSA
should be able to determine the grid-code compliance degree of the power system, based
on multiple results of the co-simulation of power system and ICT dynamics. Specifically,
a cyber-resilient system should be able to (Mayer et al. 2018):

• Create a precise picture of the operational state of a power system.
• Predict the impact of corrective measures to restore a system under failure.
• Estimate the extent of the risk for frequent disturbances.
• Extend the resilience of the system under cyber-disturbances.

The first point is accomplished by the employment of precise and reliable communi-
cation devices throughout the power system that allow visualizing its current state in
real time. Points 2, 3 and 4 are achieved by performing simulations of a set of plausible
disturbances (both in the power system as well as in the ICT infrastructure) for the cur-
rent state of the network, which provides a metric on its security degree. This process is
also referred to as DSA, whose main obstacle is the high computational effort needed to
consider every component, variable, and event that could take place in this more com-
plex cyber-physical system. Figure 2 depicts a high-level diagram of the dynamic security
assessment of a cyber-physical system.

Although DSA has been widely discussed for the power transmission level, this is
not the case for the distribution systems, which have historically been considered and
designed as passive networks. The integration of decentralized energy resources is tak-
ing a more prominent role supporting energy transition, with more autonomous and
proactive distribution networks. This means here that the distribution system operators
have to face unprecedented challenges such as the interaction of new control strategies
designed to enable the seamless adoption of renewable energy resources into the grid
(Nijhuis et al. 2015), thus maintaining service security and quality. In addition, there
have been multiple efforts towards understanding the overall impacts of the integra-
tion of renewable source-based decentralized generation units on distribution networks

 
 

Fig. 2 DSA scheme in cyber-physical systems. Process flow of DSA in digitalized distribution networks
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(Nijhuis et al. 2015), including the effects that brings the implementation of new active
control strategies. Indeed, one of the approaches to mitigate the effects of massive renew-
able decentralized generation has been to count with an Active Network Management
(Mahmud and Zahedi 2016), a centralized strategy that allows the operator to maximize
in real-time the use of the existing electrical infrastructure to control key quality electrical
variables, such as voltage magnitude and reactive power management. This new approach
involves the use of control systems which react according to the dynamic evolution of
the system, thus the analysis of their interactions require a time-domain simulation of the
network.

Based on the above, the adoption of active control strategies on distribution networks,
added to the massive interconnection of potentially-controllable renewable distributed
generation, creates the need to implement real-time DSA to distribution networks. Sub-
sequently, such a tool can play a major role monitoring and controlling in real-time the
status of the distribution system. Specifically, it can indicate the operator the expected
consequences of their actions and commands, taking into account the effect of the con-
trollers installed throughout the network. Unlike in transmission systems, it allows facing
the massive ICT integration of active components (i.e. sensors, actuators) which have a
major role in the system security for distribution networks.

Given the mathematical and computational complexity of implementing DSA in active
distribution network with adopting active network management, the contribution of this
paper is the definition of general guidelines to simplify its application by reducing the
number of dynamic simulations, as well as the active controllers required in them, to
obtain a thorough view of the distribution system security status.

These simplification guidelines are obtained by defining general rules that allow dis-
carding the execution of specific dynamic simulations based on the general characteristics
of controllers, such as their inputs, outputs and control philosophy.

General guidelines to simplify DSA in cyber-physical systems
This section describes the simplification guidelines defined to reduce the number of
dynamic simulations of the distribution network and the number of active controllers in
each one of them, with the aim to simplify DSA, according to the diagram shown in Fig. 3.

The assumptions considered for the creation of these guidelines are:

• There is a high presence of controllable elements in the distribution network.
• The controllers are considered to be described according to the specifications given

in standard IEC61499 (Andr et al. 2014).
• The controllers of these elements have several independent control strategies, which

can be set by a centralized agent.
• DSA is performed based on possible events that can take place in the power system,

as well as in the controllable elements.

A complete DSA is performed by executing time domain simulations for each pre-
defined event, considering all possible control strategies for each group of controllable
elements. The simplification guidelines would allow identifying beforehand which simu-
lations do not impact the security of supply. On the other hand, for each simulation, it
would allow identifying controllers whose interaction with the power system and the rest
of the controllers are not significant for the simulation in terms of security of supply.
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Fig. 3 Controller combination/event matrix with simplified DSA criteria. Description of simplification of DSA
via reduction of number of active controllers and amount of simulations

These guidelines are divided in three parts:

1 The first task is to map the inputs, outputs and influence of the controllers present
in a power system, against the electrical power system variables, denoted as
“Controller Influence Chart”.

2 Using the previously defined chart as input, the guidelines for reducing amount of
active controllers in the dynamic simulations are defined

3 Finally, with the Controller Influence Chart as input, and using the guidelines
described in point 2, the complete guidelines for reducing the amount of dynamic
simulations is created

These stages are described in the following subsections.

Mapping of the influence of controllers onto the distribution network

Figure 4 shows a high level methodology for understanding the possible influences that a
controller could exert on other controllers and the power system, based on their inputs,
outputs and objectives. The desired outcome is create a chart, which summarizes the
controllers influence upon different network variables, denoted as Controller Influence
Chart (CIC).

The methodology for creating the CIC is composed by two sequential blocks: ‘Elements
Identification’ and ‘Elements Processing’.

The ‘Elements Identification’ block is the first step for determining the influences of
a controller upon the others. This step consists in analyzing the topological characteris-
tics of the distribution network and the general characteristic of the controllers (inputs,
outputs and objectives).

With this information, the second step of the methodology, ‘Elements Processing’, may
be executed. This block allows completing the CIC, and it is classified in a set of four
steps:
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Fig. 4 Controller Influence chart (CIC). Methodology to identify the influence of each controller upon the
others and the system

• Step 1 – Controller grouping with similar objectives: By having identified the
controllers’ objectives, this step allows filling the first two columns of the CIC. The
first column is filled with the identified main objectives of the controllers, and the
second with the controllers that follow each objective.

• Step 2 – Inputs/Outputs in each controller: Having identified the Inputs and
Outputs of each controller in the first block ’Elements Identification’, it is possible to
fill out the table by placing flags in the corresponding variables. At this point, the
number of inputs and outputs found for each variable may be counted and registered
at the final two rows of the CIC. This allows having a general view of the number of
times each variable is being called by the different controllers:

� For the inputs: The number of controllers that are requiring the information
of a particular variable.

� For the outputs: The number of controllers that are controlling a particular
variable

• Step 3 – For each controller, identify influence on each electrical variable: This
step requires an understanding of general power system behavior and the controller’s
main objectives. This step allows registering the influence zone of a controller within
all the electrical variables listed in the first row.

• Step 4 – Remove columns of variables which are not Inputs/outputs or not
affected: This step simplifies the CIC, removing all the variables which are not
affected by the controllers included in the table.

The result of following the before-mentioned procedure is the CIC, which gives an
overview of the different objectives of a group of controllers and the variables they affect,
as shown in Fig. 5.

Indeed, useful information can be withdrawn from this table:

• Quick Summary of Controllers and Objectives: The CIC is designed in a way that the
identification of the controllers who serve to a same particular purpose may be
directly visualized.

• Identification of Critical Variables: The CIC permits quickly visualizing the number
of times for which a variable is input or output of a group of controllers. In this sense,
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Fig. 5 CIC Example Information given by a Controller Influence Chart

the number of inputs is relevant because this means that the correct and successful
communication of a particular variable’s value is essential for the controllers which
are using it as input. This is to say, the higher this number, the more controllers rely
on the value of this variable. On the other hand, the number of outputs is relevant
because it shows how many controllers are controlling a particular variable. If the
number is greater than ‘1’, it means that different controllers are simultaneously
controlling the value of this variable.

• Identification of Influence Zones: The red colored cells of the CIC represent the
variables that are being affected product of a controller action. This cell allows
distinguishing the reach of a controller or a group of controllers on the distribution
network.

Based on the above, the CIC is the starting point in the definition of guidelines for DSA
simplification

Guidelines for reducing the amount of dynamic simulations required for DSA

The second step of the guidelines consists in a heuristic routine designed to identify which
controllers are not significant for the simulation in terms of security of supply, in order to
discard the dynamic behavior of such controllers, thus reducing the computational effort
needed to carry these simulations.

On one hand, Fig. 6 shows the DSA simplification guideline that allows reducing the
number of active controllers modeled in a dynamic simulation. In order to achieve this,
the CIC is required as input.

The main idea behind this guideline is to determine for each controller the elements
in the distribution network that are affected by its action. Once the influence zone is
identified for each controller, the next step is to determine whether the influence zone
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Fig. 6 DSA simplification guidelines. Reduction of controllers in simulations

of each controller is important for DSA assessment. The importance of a controller is
defined taking into account the following criteria:

• If the influence of a controller upon the distribution network does not propagate
beyond the low voltage level, this controller is undermined if it does not affect other
variables that are inputs or outputs of other controllers.

• If the influence of a controller does not propagate beyond a radial MV-feeder, this
controller is undermined if it does not affect other variables that are inputs or
outputs of other controllers located outside the radial MV-feeder.

Finally, if the influenced zone is important for DSA, the corresponding controllers are
modelled and activated in the simulation. Otherwise, the corresponding controllers are
undermined for the dynamic simulation.

Guidelines for reducing the amount of active controllers in dynamic simulations required

for DSA

At this point, the influence of the controllers upon the system and themselves is mapped
through the CIC, and a routine for reducing the number of active controllers in the
dynamic simulations has been determined. With these elements, Fig. 7 shows the Com-
plete DSA simplification guideline, which also allows reducing the number of dynamic
simulations needed to perform a successful DSA. The inputs required to achieve this are:

• The list of controller combinations that can be set in the active elements of a
distribution network.

• The Controller Influence Chart.
• The list of pre-defined events of interest for the execution of a DSA.

Fig. 7 DSA simplification guidelines. Reduction of number of simulations
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The main idea behind this guideline is to determine whether a given controller combi-
nation, for a given event, poses threats to the security of the distribution system. If so, the
simulation is executed, and otherwise it is discarded from Dynamic Security Assessment,
thus reducing the computational effort.

Figure 7 shows the complete DSA simplification guidelines, in which the number of
dynamic simulations needed for DSA is reduced. In this methodology, the guidelines for
reduction of controller in simulations are applied twice as a subroutine.

The step-by-step explanation of the guidelines expressed in Fig. 7 is presented:

1 The subroutine for the Reduction of Active Controllers in Simulation is applied,
using the CIC as input, with the aim of identifying the active controllers that may
be initially neglected in the dynamic simulations.

2 For each controller combination, the CIC is reshaped, by deleting the rows of those
controllers, which are not considered in the respective controller combination.

3 The subroutine for the Reduction of Active Controllers in Simulation guideline is
applied again, using the reshaped CIC as input, with the aim of further identifying
the active controllers that may be neglected in the dynamic simulations for a
certain controller combination.

4 For each event, the variables that are influenced are identified via a load flow
analysis. Because of this, the dynamic behavior of the controllers is not present in
this static load-flow, and therefore the variables affected by the event are
independent from the active controllers of the distribution network.

5 The variables affected by the event are compared against the reshaped CIC.
Furthermore, it is determined whether there are variables affected by events which
are input or output of controllers. This step excludes the controllers, which are
undermined in the “reduction of active controller in simulations”, and therefore,
they are also deleted from the CIC.

6 If the variables, which are affected by an event are inputs or outputs of controllers,
then the simulation is executed and taken into account for DSA. Otherwise, the
simulation is undermined, thus reducing the computational effort of a complete
DSA.

Verification study case
In this section, the DSA simplification guidelines are applied in an artificial distribution
network which consists of active, controllable elements. The elements of the artificial net-
work and its controllers are modeled in the software PowerFactory 2017 Service Pack
2, offered by DIgSILENT�. This software package allows performing digital simula-
tions and network calculations of a power system. Additionally, its tools allow modelling
controllers through block diagrams, using the “DIgSILENT Simulation Language”.

Figure 8 shows the sequential methodology for the verification of the DSA simplifica-
tion guidelines:

These sequential steps are described as followed:

1 Creation of Synthetic Distribution System: the first step to verify the DSA
simplification guidelines is to create with a Distribution System with active
elements. In this case, a distribution system with high penetration levels of
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renewable decentralized generation units is employed. The main goals of this step
are to define the topology of the distribution system and the parameters of its
elements.

2 Definition of Active Controllers in the Distribution System: once the Distribution
System is defined, the next step is to define the controllers present in each of the
elements, and model them in the DIgSILENT Simulation Language. Various
controllers may be defined for the same element, and therefore this step also
considers the definition of possible controller combinations.

3 Analysis of Contingencies of Distribution System: the third step is to identify the
critical events in the distribution network via load flow calculation analyses. Then,
the impact of each event upon the distribution network is assessed, which helps
defining the list of pre-defined events for DSA assessment.

4 Building of Controller Influence Chart: this step consists of creating the Controller
Influence Chart based on the characteristics of the Synthetic distribution Network
and its controllers.

5 Application of DSA Simplification Guidelines: this step consists of applying the
DSA simplification guidelines in order to determine which controllers and
simulations are undermined based on the CIC, the list of pre-defined events, and
the list of controller combinations.

6 Simulation of each Event for each Controller Combination: in order to assess the
DSA simplification guidelines, it is required to simulate every event for every
controller combination. This is to say, a complete non-simplified DSA assessment
is needed to identify the optimal simplification of DSA. It is noted that the dynamic
simulations correspond to electromechanical simulations of the distribution
network within the domain of time.

7 Comparison of Simulations with Results of DSA Guidelines: finally, the results
obtained with the employment of the DSA simplification guidelines are compared
to the results obtained via dynamic simulations. This allows determining whether
the design of the guidelines permits to foresee if the dynamic behavior of some
controllers and some simulations may be undermined.

Synthetic distribution network

The synthetic distribution network is designed so it may be analyzed independently
from the dynamic behaviour that may occur in the transmission network. Because
of that, the synthetic network has one HV infinite busbar, this is to say, a bus-
bar which may absorb or inject the required active and reactive power in order to
maintain the defined active power load and losses, and the voltage set-point of the
HV busbar, respectively.

Fig. 8 Verification of DSA simplification guidelines. Flow process to assess effectivity and efficacy of the
guidelines
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Figure 9 shows the representation of the synthetic distribution network modeled in
PowerFactory 2017 SP2, in which all the elements are shown and colored according to the
voltage level on which they operate.

Specifically, the following voltage levels are defined:
High Voltage (HV) level – 110kV: this voltage level is the representation of the busbar

from the transmission system, which is connected to the distribution network. Certainly,
this busbar is connected to one of the MV busbars through a HV/MV transformer, and
an External Grid element, which represents the rest of the transmission network.

Medium Voltage (MV) level – 23kV: As shown in Fig. 9, the busbars of this voltage
level are connected though power cables, which define the topology of the distribution
network. Additionally, this voltage level counts with medium-scale wind farms (WF),
which are located throughout the distribution network.

Low Voltage (LV) level – 0,4kV: The final consumers are located in this voltage
level. Each MV busbar counts with a MV/LV transformer which allows feeding the final
consumers, represented by a load. Additionally, a Photovoltaic (PV) system is modeled

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

  
 

 
  

  

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 

 
 

 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 

 
 

 
 

 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

Fig. 9 One-Line Diagram of the synthetic distribution network. 242-busbar synthetic distribution network
containing controllable elements
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Fig. 10 PV-Load Block. Elements used to define feeders in the synthetic distribution network

in each of these busbars, which represent the generation units present at consumer
level (i.e. rooftop PV systems).

It can be noted that the topology of the system covers two different kinds of structures.
On one hand, there is a section of the network which is meshed, represented by the
busbars located around the busbars MV-BB001, MV-BB009, MV-BB019, MV-BB022,
MV-BB029, MV-BB047, MV-BB056 and MV-BB069. On the other hand, one radial
feeder is defined, represented by the busbars located between MV-BB095 and MV-BB121
busbars.

The idea behind the construction of the topology of the synthetic distribution network
is to connect a group of “PV-Load blocks” (see Fig. 10) in order to create a feeder, which
are then assembled to define the topology of the network. To simplify this process, each
“PV-Load Block” of the synthetic network possesses the same electrical properties. The
characteristics of each of the elements of the “PV-Load Block” are given in Table 1.

The synthetic distribution network has a total of 15 feeders, which contain in total 120
“PV-Load Blocks”. These feeders are described in Table 2.

The rest of the elements present in the distribution network are the medium-scale wind
farms, the shunt reactor, the HV/MV and MV/MV Transformers, and the External grid.
The parameters of these elements are shown in Table 3.

Table 1 Characteristic of PV-Load block

Element Parameter Value

PV Module
Rated Power [MVA] 0.20

Rated power factor [-] 0.90

Low voltage load Active power load [MW] 0.15

Power factor [-] 0.95 lag.

Medium voltage power cable Rated current [kA] 0.30

Resistance [�/km] 0.20

Reactance [�/km] 0.10

Susceptance [μS/km] 62.83

MV/LV transformer Rated power [MVA] 0.50

Rated Volatge [kV] 23/0.4

Resistance [p.u.] 0.002

Reactance [p.u.] 0.03

Vector Group Dyn5

Tap Changer HV side -4/4; 1.0% V Rate

Electrical parameters of elements contained in the block
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Table 2 Feeders of synthetic distribution network

# Feeder From busbar To busbar PV-load blocks Length [km] Load demand [MW] PV installed capacity [MVA]

1 MV-BB001 MV-BB009 8 9.6 1.20 1.60

2 MV-BB009 MV-BB022 8 9.6 1.20 1.60

3 MV-BB009 MV-BB019 3 3.6 0.45 0.60

4 MV-BB019 MV-BB022 2 3.6 0.30 0.40

5 MV-BB022 MV-BB029 7 8.4 1.05 1.40

6 MV-BB001 MV-BB019 12 15.6 1.80 2.40

7 MV-BB019 MV-BB047 6 7.2 0.90 1.20

8 MV-BB047 MV-BB029 4 6.0 0.60 0.80

9 MV-BB001 MV-BB056 9 10.8 1.35 1.80

10 MV-BB056 MV-BB047 5 7.2 0.75 1.00

11 MV-BB001 MV-BB069 8 9.6 1.20 1.60

12 MV-BB069 MV-BB047 8 10.8 1.20 1.60

13 MV-BB001 MV-BB095 14 16.8 2.10 2.80

14 MV-BB095 MV-BB029 6 8.4 0.90 1.20

15 MV-BB102 MV-BB121 20 28.5 3.00 4.00

Total 120 155.7 18.00 24.00

Summary characteristics of the feeders

List of possible controller combination

The elements of the synthetic distribution network are equipped with controllers which
can be configured with different control philosophies. In particular, the following con-
trollers are employed:

• Photovoltaic solar panels:

Table 3 Characteristics of additional elements of the synthetic distribution network

Element Connection point Parameter Value

Wind farms

MV-BB001
Rated Power [MVA] 10.00

Rated power factor [-] 0.90

MV-BB022
Rated Power [MVA] 5.00

Rated power factor [-] 0.90

MV-BB047
Rated power [MVA] 5.00

Rated power factor [-] 0.90

Shunt reactor MV-BB001

Rated voltage [kV] 23

Number of steps [-] 4

Reactive power / step [MVAr] 1.00

HV/MV transformer HV-BB001 MV-BB001 Rated power [MVA] 25.00

Rated Voltage [kV] 110/23

Resistance [p.u.] 0.004

Reactance [p.u.] 0.01

Vector Group YYn0

Tap changer HV side -12/12; 1.5% V Rate

MV/MV transformer MV-BB095 MV-BB102 Rated power [MVA] 10.00

Rated Voltage [kV] 20/20

Resistance [p.u.] 0.006

Reactance [p.u.] 0.01

Vector Group YYn0

Tap changer MV-BB095 side -10/10; 1.0% V Rate

External grid HV-BB001 Short-circuit power [MVA] 1000

Electrical parameters of elements
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Fig. 11 Standard control tasks for renewable DG unit. a cosφ(P)characteristic. b Q(U)-characteristic. Based on
(im VDN(FNN) 2014)

� Controller cosφ(P): controller that sets the reactive power setpoint of the
source to maintain its power factor, which is determined based on the active
power injected by the source according to the curve presented in Fig. 11a (im
VDN(FNN) 2014).

� Controller Q(U): controller that sets the reactive power setpoint of the source
based on the voltage measured in its terminal, according to the curve
presented in Fig. 11b (im VDN(FNN) 2014).

• Wind farms:

� Controller cosφ(P).
� Controller Q(U).
� Controller Q(Q): controller that sets the reactive power setpoint of the source

based on the reactive power measured remotely at the HV/MV transformer,
to maintain its reactive power in-feed constant.

• Shunt reactor:

� Controller Q(Q): controller that sets the step of the reactor based on the
reactive power measured remotely at the HV/MV transformer, to maintain its
reactive power in-feed constant.

• Transformer HV/MV

� Power-dependent voltage set point Tap changer controller: controller that
adjusts the tap of the transformer in order to maintain the voltage module
within a pre-defined voltage range, defined by a voltage setpoint which is
dependent of its active power flow according to the curve presented in Fig. 12
(VDE (FNN) 2016).

• Transformers MV/MV and MV/LV

� Constant voltage set point Tap changer controller: controller that adjusts the
tap of the transformer in order to maintain the voltage module within a
pre-defined voltage range, defined by a constant voltage setpoint of 1,0 p.u.

With these controllers, it is possible to construct one of the inputs required for the DSA
simplification guidelines. Table 4 shows the list of controller combination for the DSA
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Fig. 12 Dynamic voltage setpoint characteristic of a HV/MV transformer. Active power dependency of
voltage setpoint in a HV/MV transformer. Based on (VDE (FNN) 2016)

simplification guidelines. The first row shows the Scenario number (S01, S02, etc), and
each of these columns show which of the controllers are active (marked with an “A”) and
inactive (empty cell).

Predefined events

According to the characteristics of the synthetic distribution network, four events are
chosen to test the DSA simplification guidelines: a topology change event (through the
operation of the switches of the distribution network), a voltage event, an active power
event caused by the PV sources, and an active power event caused by the wind farms. The
characteristics of these events are shown in Table 5.

Results of the guidelines

This section makes a comparison between the results obtained through the DSA simplifi-
cation guidelines and the results obtained through the execution of dynamic simulations.

Table 6 shows the overall comparison of the DSA simplification guidelines. The analy-
sis carried out through “DSA simplification guidelines” show that a total of 6 simulations
may be discarded, and a total of 121 controllers may be discarded in 18 out of the 42
remaining simulations. In comparison, the analysis through “Execution of dynamic Sim-
ulations” is done by examining all 48 dynamic simulations and discarding the simulations
and controllers which do not influence the security of the system. This shows that a total

Table 4 List of controller combinations for verification study case. A: control function is activated in
simulation

Element Control mode S01 S02 S03 S04 S05 S06 S07 S08 S09 S10 S11 S12

Shunt reactor Q(Q) A A A A A A

Wind farms Q(Q) A A A A

cosφ(P) A A A A

Q(U) A A A A

PV sources cosφ(P) A A A A A A

Q(U) A A A A A A

HV/MV transf. Tap changer A A A A A A A A A A A A
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Table 5 List of events

Event type Elements involved Action Characteristics

Change of
topology

Switch MV-BB001 - MV-BB082 Switch opening -

Change of
voltage in the
transmission
system

External grid Change of
parameter Ve
(excitation
voltage)

From 1.0 to 0.9 p.u.

Change of power
injection

PV units Active power ramp From 0% to 100% in 10s

Wind farms From 0% to 100% in 60s

Events used for verification of DSA simplification guidelines

of 28 simulations may be discarded, and a total of 121 controllers may be discarded in the
rest of the 20 remaining simulations.

In terms of “Reduction of Active Controllers in Simulation”, the simulations show that
the controllers, which are independent from the rest of the system are the MV/LV con-
trollers, as well as the MV/MV controller. The simulations show that these controllers can
successfully control the voltage values of the confined elements they are controlling. This
contrasts from the results of the DSA simplification guidelines, which only identified one
subset of the controllers that the dynamic simulations allowed identifying.

In terms of “Reduction of Number of Dynamic Simulations”, it is seen that the results of
the dynamic simulations allow undermining the event “Change of Topology”, which is the
same identifies by the DSA simplification guidelines. Nevertheless, the simulations show
that there are additional situations in which the dynamic simulations may be undermined
in the “Change of Active Power” events.

Figure 13 shows an example of one simulation in which negative influence among con-
trollers are detected. Specifically, in the event of an active power ramp from the PV units,
these sources consume reactive power according to the cosφ(P) controller. However, this
action deviates the reactive power in-feed in the main transformer, and therefore the wind
farms equipped with the Q(Q) controller inject reactive power to correct it, canceling

Table 6 Simplification of DSA comparison

Analysis Through DSA Simplification Guidelines

Events Number of active controllers in simulations

S01 S02 S03 S04 S05 S06 S07 S08 S09 S10 S11 S12

Change of topology 245 245 245 245 245 245

Change of V in Tx network 124 124 124 245 245 245 124 124 124 245 245 245

PV units change of P 124 124 124 245 245 245 124 124 124 245 245 245

WF units change of P 124 124 124 245 245 245 124 124 124 245 245 245

Expert analysis of dynamic simulations

Events Number of active controllers in simulations

S01 S02 S03 S04 S05 S06 S07 S08 S09 S10 S11 S12

Change of topology

Change of V in Tx network 124 124 124 124 124 124 124 124 124 124 124 124

PV units change of P 124 124 124 124

WF units change of P 124 124 124 124

Above: Simulations required for DSA according to results of guidelines application. Below: Simulations required for DSA
according to expert analysis of overall dynamic simulations. Empty cells: Simulation not required in DSA. The rest of the cells
represent the number of active controllers needed in simulation for DSA
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b)

a)

Fig. 13 Negative interaction of cosφ(P) and Q(Q) controller in Active Power ramp event. a Voltage in Main
transformer with active power dependent set point, b Reactive power consumption of PV sources according
to cosφ(P) characteristic, c Reactive power injection from Wind turbines according to Q(Q) controller,
d Reactive power in-feed in main transformer

the controlling effect of the PV sources, thus impacting the voltage module of the MV
network.

Based on these results, two performance metrics are defined to assess the effectiveness
of the DSA simplification guidelines:

• Efficacy of the guidelines: accuracy for which the guidelines predicted which
simulations and controllers may be undermined.

• Efficiency of the guidelines: proportion of the amount of simulation and controllers
undermined by the guidelines, compared to the total amount of simulation and
controllers that could actually been undermined (obtained through examination of
dynamic simulations).

In terms of efficacy, it is noted that for this verification test in particular, the DSA
simplification guidelines did not undermine any controller or simulation which is not
discarded through the dynamic simulation analysis. This means that the guidelines are
able to correctly simplify the DSA, without incurring into false positive situations.

In terms of efficiency, the guidelines could effectively predict which controllers are
not required in a 50% of the cases determined through the analysis of the dynamic simu-
lations. Indeed, out of the 12 controller combinations, the guidelines determined that in
six of them, only 124 out of the 245 controllers are needed to perform DSA. Additionally,
the guidelines could effectively predict 21,4% of the simulations that are not required for
DSA, out of the 28 simulations that are identified as not required by the analysis of the
dynamic simulations.

Discussion and conclusions
The purpose of defining DSA simplification guidelines is to execute a static analysis which
identifies the interactions between the distribution system and its controllers in a general
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approach, while reducing the necessity of dynamic simulations analysis, thus lowering the
computation effort needed to perform DSA.

To achieve this, a CIC is defined, which is one of the inputs of the DSA guidelines and
the sub-contribution of this works. Its aim is to organize the variables of the distribution
system, and identify which of them are influenced by the controllers, based on the inputs,
outputs and control philosophy of the controllers.

The findings of this work show that the DSA simplification guidelines are correctly
and accurately identifying situations, which can be undermined for DSA analysis, which
shows an efficacy of 100%. Nevertheless, its low efficiency brings space for improvement
and is due to the limitations of the guidelines.

These limitations are attributable to the process of creating the Controller Influence
Chart (CIC), which require a substantial understanding of the distribution system under
study. Indeed, its creation carries inherent limitations to the identification of possible
interactions between the power system and the controllers:

Generality limitation: The general information in which the CIC is based brings lim-
itations when the guidelines are implemented in practical situations. Specifically, the
limitations of particular modeling software are not taken into account in the concep-
tion of the CIC, and some variables may be lost. As an example, the representation
of the models may have inputs or outputs which are not accessible in other modeling
software.

Decision limitation: The conception of the CIC requires a decision making process with
a deep understanding of the distribution system topology and the controller’s character-
istics. Therefore, a smart automatic decision agent is needed to employ these guidelines
for DSA.

It is also highlighted that a more sophisticated ICT infrastructure results in a com-
plex system with several dependencies that are difficult to study with conventional
methods. Because of this, further proposed work is the extension of these guidelines
to consider ICT problematics, through the combination of diverse tools that allows
to create a co-simulation technic. In this case, the nature of ICT common problems
(Konstantopoulos et al. 2010) (i.e. jitter, bandwidth, through-put issues) require statistical
rather than deterministic assessments.

Abbreviations
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